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Reply to comments on prone 
CPR for COVID‑19 patients

We thank Raphael PO[1] for his interest in the 
guidelines for comprehensive cardiopulmonary life 
support (CCLS) for suspected or confirmed corona virus 
disease (COVID-19) patient,[2] and his suggestion for the 
need of prone cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 
Proning is a usual practice to improve the respiratory 
status of the COVID-19 patient by lung recruitment.
We agree that prone CPR may be ‘an option’ in patients 
with an advanced airway in situ. In the absence of a 
secure airway, however, prone position makes airway 
access extremely difficult and enhances the risk of 
aerosolisation.[3] Also, wherever proning is performed 
as a routine for management of COVID-19 patient, 
the delay to turn to supine position for CPR would 
be minimal as the team is likely to be well versed 
with it. The patient deserves the best attempt and 
most of the training related to CPR across the globe is 
being imparted in the supine position. So, to provide 
skill-based technique in a changing environment of 
COVID-19 for which the health care worker has not 
been trained appears impractical. Also, identification 
of the correct site for cardiac compressions in prone 
position is not well known and difficult to locate too. 
Using the inferior angle of the scapula for correct 
site identification may not be correct because it 
changes position if the arm is abducted as happens 
in the prone position. The largest left ventricular 
cross-sectional area is reported to be 0-2 vertebral 
segments below the inferior angle of the scapula in at 
least 86% of patients.[4] The remaining 14% therefore 
would be getting suboptimal care even if the patient is 
thin built and the bony landmarks are easily palpable 
which may not be true in obese patient. There is no 
consensus regarding the placement of hands also.[5] For 
effective compressions, a sandbag is required under 
the sternum for which the patient would need to be 
moved anyway.

The author has conceded that the outcome of 
prone CPR is not well elucidated and hence Indian 
Resucitation Council (IRC) emphasised the standard 
technique. CPR guidelines from other resuscitation 
councils also have not categorically mentioned CPR in 
a prone position always.[6] It is emphasised that CPR 
may be started with the patient in prone position till 
the team prepares for making patient supine to avoid 
delay in starting CPR.

So, we are of the opinion that the standard CPR as 
per the CCLS guidelines would have a better and 
safer outcome than an unconventional prone position 
CPR where determination of the precise level of 
compression and the position of hands is nowhere 
near the level of universal acceptance as the standard 
supine position CPR.
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